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Well, October is the rainy

We have just returned from a very productive trip with two teachers from The Kingsway
season but it waited for us
School, Cheadle. There was such a lot of laughter not least when they attempted to teach
and then hit with a
under tin roofs being pounded by tropical downpours. Then there was the day we put the
vengeance!
equator back in the right place – especially useful for Alan, being a Geography specialist! We were
greeted at the equator site by a man who insisted the equator was on a certain line when we knew
Alan and Myles
after years of visiting that it is in fact on an almost obliterated line of bricks some three metres
away. After some persuasion he was convinced so, sorry to all those tourists who think they’ve had
a foot in both hemispheres when they haven’t!
It rained torrentially every afternoon bar one when we managed to walk down to the river in time to watch the
fishermen going for the day’s catch. The river Miriu is the main water source. Our water filters turn it into
pure, clear, cold, tasty drinking water – God’s natural process harnessed for domestic use.

Library

We did our usual business in Kisumu but this time some was left until Monday of the next week when we
were back in town. On the Sunday afternoon we drove 2 hours to Kit Mikayi to attend a meeting of the
newly-formed Rotary club. They are hoping to connect with Cheadle Rotary to be awarded a grant
from Rotary International to equip an IT suite at our high school. We first need to build the room
above the existing library. On our return from Kisumu we met in our house with 13 of our students
from Maseno University to give out another 6 laptops which we had bought on sale here and taken
out with us.
IT is such a crucial component of their learning that laptops are vital. They share one between two.

The real equator

Tom, Rotary President

Library

Education

Underwear

We have sponsored 6 students on Hope beyond Form 4 this year. Our challenge now is how to assist
those who go on government scholarships but get no other assistance. At times they cannot even afford
their bus fare. We may need to cut our number to 5 and share the sixth amongst the others – there were
10 this year. The school is exceptional in its academic achievements. Angela had a serious ‘chat’ with
Form 1 girls about personal health care and encouraged them to be strong morally when men want to take
advantage of their vulnerability. Many are orphans caring for siblings and men make offers which are
difficult to refuse. Myles and Alan met our students in both sections and handed out pens, pencils, bags
and toothbrushes. We also gave out pumps and uniforms at the Primary and left money for more to be
bought. The hundreds of pairs of knickers and underpants were handed over and we left money with Mary
to start making the uniforms for Forms 1 & 3 at the High School. We buy them all a uniform for the new
term in January.
Balloons for preAlan and Myles enjoyed observing lessons in both schools and Myles had a special lesson for Class 6
school – always
Primary in the library. They made model cars and raced them and worked out ways of improving them.
a favourite.
Weather station
This is very much a new approach to learning, practical and most of all, fun! Alan spent a long time with Tabitha , Geography

teacher, setting up the weather station for which we bought equipment last year. This is part of the
curriculum exchange necessary for funding with the British Council’s Connecting Classrooms scheme.
Alan and Myles had an instant rapport with staff and students alike. We convened a joint staff meeting
of both schools to encourage sharing of equipment and resources and this was met with a very
positive response. There is no point doubling up resources when they can be shared. That includes
the library, science lab and equipment etc. and even subject/teaching expertise. The Kolweny
Form 4 exams
Kingsway Schools really are becoming a beacon of good practice and the place of opportunity for local boys and girls.
Form 4 were in the midst of the final exams which ultimately direct the course of their lives. We were allowed into the physics exam in the science lab –
the armed guard was very friendly this year! The equipment is vital for success yet is lacking in most schools. It has been a priority for us as all students
take exams in Science and we have watched the results improve year on year.
Steve with Kennedy
Work on the dining hall is at last progressing and Steve checked it out with the builder. It should be finished before next term
the Builder
when furniture will be purchased from the nearby rehabilitation centre for the blind and deaf where we source all our furniture –
funding then goes round twice.
We left money for two weeks of lunches for our primary school pupils during exams this month. Not only do they get a huge
meal but they don’t need to go home which often involves not coming back because chores have to be done or it’s raining too
hard to make the several- mile walk. The ingredients list includes prodigious amounts of salt and sugar !

Water
Joseph has been making filters for widows, bought by you as gifts. It was good to see the filters in operation at school and at the dispensary. The
dispensary at Oriang – across the main road, has been selling filtered water for a few shillings in return for a bucket of dirty water. We are told that one
enterprising person has started a small business selling bottled filter water at a fraction of the cost of commercially produced water. Win win.
We have built tanks and put gutters on all ten feeder primary schools now. The frustration is still maintenance. We found one tank with a dripping tap
allowing all the rain water to leak out for want of a phone call to Sarah, the builder, and the cost of a new tap.

Good news that the Kit Mikayi Rotary would like to set up a water filter workshop in their locality so when we get funding for that we can go ahead. Their
water source is Lake Victoria, romantic- sounding but filthy!

Health
The dispensary committee has been having difficulties recruiting a new Medical Practitioner but last
Monday Kennedy started, fresh out of university and keen to get experience. He has help from a
local widow, Eunice. Little did he know that one of his first patients would be yours truly! On
Thursday, whilst trying to avoid getting drenched, I ran into an open metal window frame at school
and the resulting deep head wound required five stitches. It’s a pity Kennedy hadn’t really
1st aid at school
understood about anaesthetics needing time to take effect! I stopped him after stitch number four
and rather a lot of undignified shouting. The nurse at the clinic here said he has made a good job of it and I believe there are
photos which will be posted on the dispensary wall giving him huge amounts of kudos! We thank God for the timing as the dispensary at the road was
almost impossible to reach in such rain.
We did visit Ken there on another occasion and he has agreed to train Kennedy at our dispensary in the basics of dental care which he was taught by
Jon Robinson, a dentist who came out with us in 2009. We always take Ken supplies of pain killers and toothbrushes which he gives away to patients.
Eunice & Kennedy

Church
Unfortunately I was unable to attend church as I had a kidney infection (Ken at the road
dispensary had given me antibiotics.) but Alan and Myles very much enjoyed the singing,
especially from the youth choirs. Steve preached and Ayugi translated – no such thing as
retirement. We were able to buy another two goats for widows – this goes under the church
heading because Eliakim, a church elder, is responsible for the project. He does an amazing
job and travelled a long way to purchase these two, Bernadette and Barry!

Karowley
Everything is fine with our house and we now have mains electricity, at least some of the time! It seems to be available mainly during the day which is
fine for equipment at school and the dispensary but not much use when it’s dark after 6.30 every night. It’s also not much use if you’re trying to run a
freezer which one enterprising lady is doing. She sells ice pops at break to the school students.
We had many visitors to our ‘home’ and took Alan and Myles to visit others in their homes. Steve spent time with Ayugi going over the accounts,
reviewing projects and planning for new ones.

Our local pylon

Seth Onywera, sponsored
from Form 1, now at
Maseno university.

Rammy, keeps tabs on
the laptops and teaches
in the schools during his
free semesters

Myles with Elizabeth, a
favourite souvenir stallholder in
Kisumu.

Toothbrushes

Thankyou

for making this work possible by your donations: this year we have passed the half million pounds! Your interest and prayer are
vital and we are becoming increasingly aware of the necessity of the latter. Thankyou from everyone in Nyandiwa and indeed many miles afield. We
attempt to be culturally sensitive in everything we do and our watchword is sustainability. Please feel free to contact us with any ideas, insights or
potential solutions to challenges.
If you are receiving this by post and now have an email address, just send me a message to let me know the address angelarowley@ntlworld.com
and we can save on postage. If you no longer want to receive the report please let me know that too. 0161 440 9091

You can follow us on Twitter & Facebook

